Indian Institute Of Technology (IIT-Goa) hosted their 3 day Cultural Fest " CultRang'21" from 9th to 11th April 2021. Various competitions were conducted and students from all over India took part in the events. More than 50 colleges including the prestigious IITs and NITs across the country with more than 100 participants were a part of it. Debate Competition had 4 rounds, each speaker had 3 mins to motion the debate and 10 mins of verbattle. Various interesting topics were discussed and argued. Pranav Manjunath a 4th Semester Mechanical Engineering student of NIE bagged the FIRST PRIZE, winning attractive cash prize, gift hampers and goodies. He has brought great pride and laurels to his college. Congratulations to the achiever.

On behalf of Kalasamhitha Cultural club, C.K.Vanamala, Cultural Coordinator n President, Kalasamhitha Cultural Club, NIE, Mysore.